ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
(ORTHO-ML)

ORTHOLE-ML 4047 Orthopedics for Primary Care (4 Credits)
Typically offered occasionally

"This elective is an introduction to orthopedic conditions commonly seen in the primary care setting. The overall goal of the elective is to provide the student with the tools to be successful in performing a musculoskeletal exam and provide appropriate care in treating various pathologies. The curriculum will include didactics, hands on review of the musculoskeletal exam, interpretation of radiographs, introduction to rehabilitation, and exposure to procedures common in the evaluation and care of the orthopedic patient including joint aspiration and injections, splinting, and casting."

Grading: SOM Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: No

ORTHOLE-ML 4060 Orthopedic Surgery Elective (2 Credits)

"The elective will be 2 weeks in duration. During this time, 3rd year medical students will rotate through the orthopedic service to gain a broad exposure to orthopedic surgery. They will have the opportunity to experience the various subspecialties and have a broad exposure to both surgical and non-surgical management of orthopedic injuries and disease processes. Each rotator will have a preceptor, who will coordinate and supervise the student's clinical activities. The preceptor will also complete the evaluation for that rotation and solicit feedback from the orthopedic residents who will help us with the evaluation. The experience will involve the outpatient office/clinic, inpatient and outpatient surgical procedures, on-call activities, and inpatient care. Students will attend didactic sessions with the orthopedic surgery residents, and there will be assigned readings and online learning exercises."

Grading: SOM Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes

ORTHOLE-ML 4067 Orthopedics for Primary Care (2 Credits)

"This elective is an introduction to orthopedic conditions commonly seen in the primary care setting. The overall goal of the elective is to provide the student with the tools to be successful in performing a musculoskeletal exam and provide appropriate care in treating various pathologies. The curriculum will include didactics, hands on review of the musculoskeletal exam, interpretation of radiographs, introduction to rehabilitation, and exposure to procedures common in the evaluation and care of the orthopedic patient including joint aspiration and injections, splinting, and casting."

Grading: SOM Graded
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes